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Hey, we can all dream, right? Isn't it our God-given right as boxing fans to think about fights that
should happen - but often times don't?

And not just fights that have the highest profile or the biggest names - because sometimes
those fights, like Lewis vs. Tyson - are nothing more than high-profile mismatches. I'm talking
about fights that are evenly matched between the game's best and are the most intriguing
inside the ring.
Here are some fights I'd pay to see in the upcoming year; full well knowing that most of these
fights are pipe dreams as the business end of the sport would bog these fights down quickly.
But hey, we can dream right?
* Juan Manuel Marquez vs. Erik Morales or Marco Antonio Barrera: Name me another fighter
that has never won a world title belt that is better than Marquez? You can't and this guys been
ducked and dodged long enough. On February 1st he takes on Manuel Medina for the vacant
IBF featherweight title and it says here that he should face one of the game's best known
126-pounders, either Morales or Barrera. Marquez is a master boxer with great
counter-punching skills and his hand-speed would give either one of his Mexican compatriots
fits. There are some in the industry who have been saying for a while that Marquez is already
the game's premiere featherweight; I'm not inclined to disagree that strongly.
CHANCES OF HAPPENING?: With Barrera, not good, as Ricardo Maldonado sees no real
upside in this match-up and would most likely take an easier fight on HBO for about the same
amount of money he could make facing Marquez.
With Morales, the logistics are much less complicated. Both of them are promoted by Bob
Arum and there is some talk that they could face each other in May if a Morales-Barrera III isn't
made.
* Bernard Hopkins vs. Roy Jones: Not only because it's a match-up of two of the very premiere
fighters in the world, but Hopkins needs to resume his career with some meaningful fights and
Jones should be fighting guys like 'the Executioner' instead of participating in novelty acts like
his proposed bout with John Ruiz.
And don't think for one minute that this would be a blowout. Jones couldn't blowout a green
Hopkins in 1993 and won't be able to do it now. Hopkins, unlike most of Jones' opponents, isn't
in total awe of Pensacola's finest.
CHANCES OF HAPPENING?: Not good, Sharon and Arafat will find a common ground
regarding the Middle East before these two proud and stubborn men find one in contract
negotiations.
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* Oscar De La Hoya vs. Vernon Forrest: For fans of pure boxing and strategy this is a fight that
can't be missed. Both men have strong jabs and match-up well physically. 'The Golden Boy' has
the better left hook and 'The Viper' has a more effective right hand. Between these two
well-schooled boxers you can expect a tense and tight boxing match with subtle momentum
swings round by round.
CHANCES OF HAPPENING?: For 2003, not very good because it looks like Oscar will be
fighting once in the upcoming year - a September rematch against Shane Mosley - and Bob
Arum has stated that Forrest simply brings nothing to the table promotionally. This can be
interpreted as another way of saying that he's not Latin, too dangerous or just another black
fighter who can't sell a ticket. The bottom line seems to be that unless Forrest raises his profile
in the upcoming years, De La Hoya will be facing guys that make economic sense.
* Floyd Mayweather vs. Kostya Tszyu: This would be a face off of the sport's premier
lightweight against the game's best jr. welterweight. 'The Pretty Boy' would bring speed,
quickness and boxing ability to the dance. While Tszyu would bring a decided edge in strength,
size and punching power. They say styles make fights and you have two contrasting ones here.
CHANCES OF HAPPENING?: Not likely. This is for a couple of reasons. First, Vlad Wharton
who promotes Tszyu, is seemingly deathly afraid to take any risks with Tszyu, who's basically
his cash cow. Secondly, Mayweather got a reality check from his two bouts with Jose Luis
Castillo, who at 135 pounds was able to muscle him throughout their 24 rounds they fought in
2002. And Tszyu is faster, sharper and just as strong as Castillo. I'm not sure Mayweather is in
any rush to make the move up to 140-pounds.
* Lennox Lewis vs. Wladimir Klitschko: The industry is always better off when there is action in
the heavyweight division. So why even mess around by having Lewis take on 'the other'
Klitschko or knock out Tyson again; getting right in there with the man most pundits are claiming
is the heir to his throne in Wlad Klitschko?
The time is now, Lewis is getting up there in age and really doesn't have that much left in his
gas tank anyway and it would be prudent for him to face Klitschko now before he gets any
better. Remember, that's the tact they took in facing Michael Grant when they did - but it has to
be noted that Klitschko is much better than Grant.
Lewis would have the advantages in experience and savvy, but for one of the few times in his
career he would be facing a disadvantage in size and perhaps power. The two best big men on
the planet squaring off, what else could you ask for?
CHANCES OF HAPPENING: Actually pretty good, since Lewis himself has stated his plans to
take on both Klitschkos in between his rematch with Tyson. But with Don King now making a full
court press to garner the services of Lewis, who knows what direction he goes to now.
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